A Room cube of side n is an n by n by n cube such that each 2-dimensional projection is a Room square. We show that there exists a Room cube of side n if and only if n is an odd positive integer other than 3 or 5.
INTRODUcriON
A Room square of side n is an n by n array of cells, whose entries are chosen from a setS of n + 1 objects called symbols, which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) every cell of the array is either empty or contains an unordered pair of distinct symbols from S; (ii) each symbol occurs in every row and in every column of the array; (iii) every unordered pair of symbols occurs precisely once in the array.
If t;;;.: 2 is an integer, a Room t-cube of side n is at-dimensional array, each cell of which is either empty or contains an unordered pair of two distinct elements chosen from a set of size n + 1, such that each 2-dimensional projection is a Room square of side n. In this paper we consider Room 3-cubes which we refer to as Room cubes. Let R3 ={n: there exists a Room cube of side n}. Room t-cubes can be equivalently described as certain types of Latin squares. Such a formulation has the advantage of being easier to visualize if t;;;.: 3. A Latin square L of side n is an n by n array of cells, each of which contains exactly one symbol chosen from a set S of size n, such that each element of S occurs once in each row and once in each column of L. Suppose the rows and columns of L are indexed by the members of S. L is said to be idempotent if L(s, s) = s for each s E S. L is said to be symmetric if L(s, s') =L(s', s) for every {s, s'}£ S. Now impose any linear ordering on S. Two Latin squares L and M, on the symbol set S, are said to be orthogonal symmetric Latin squares provided Land M are both symmetric and idempotent, and for every (s, s') E S X S there exists at most one cell (sh s2) with s1 < s2 such that (s, s') = (L(sh s2), M(sh s2)). We refer to a set of t orthogonal symmetric Latin squares as t pairwise orthogonal symmetric Latin squares (POSLS) if each pair of squares is orthogonal symmetric.
Horton [9] establishes the following. PROOF. We exhibit three POSLS of order 9 in Figure 1 below. REMARK. In [1] , of the purported four POSLS of order 9, no three are orthogonal.
Thus the three POSLS of Figure 1 yield the first known Room cube of side 9.
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The following are equivalent: (i) there exists an OA(n, t) (ii) there exist t-2 POLS of side n.
Define oa (t) ={n: there exists an OA(n, t)} The following is a well known theorem of MacNeish [10] .
The work of severval mathematicians resulted in the following theorem concerning Room squares. A condensed proof is given in [17] . The following is immediate. In order to determine the spectrum for Room cubes, we use a variety of techniques, most importantly, PBD closure.
For the definitions of pairwise balanced design (PBD), and PBD-closed set, see [11] . The following is shown in [5] . We will determine the spectrum of Room cubes by constructing suitable PBD's. Our methods are very similar to those used in examining the spectrum of skew Room squares. Thus, we will often refer to the following four papers: [11, 13, 15, 16] .
Briefly, we proceed as follows. In Section 2 constructions for Room t-cubes are described, and it is shown that if n ;;i!: 7 is odd and if ne R3, then n =3m where (m, 15) = 1.
In Section 3 we construct Room cubes of all sides Bt + 1, a necessary ingredient in our main PBD construction. In Section 4 we use PBD-closure to establish that n E R 3 if n ;;i!: 10 355. Finally, in Section 5, Room cubes of sides <10 355 are investigated.
SoME CoNSTRucrioNs FOR RooM CuBES
An important tool for constructing Room cubes is the strong starter, which is now defined. Let G be an abelian group of odd order 2k + 1, written additively. A start~r (of order 2k + 1) in G is a collection A = {{xt. Y1}, {x2, y2}, ... , {xk, yd} such that:
(ii) {±(y;-x;): 1:s;;i:s;;k}=G\{O}.
If, further, the sums X;+ y; are all distinct and non-zero, then A is said to be a strong starter.
The following is shown in [9] . REMARK. It is not necessary that q be prime in the Chong and Chan construction. However, the theorem as stated is sufficient for our purposes.
The following is a simple exercise in elementary number theory. LEMMA 2.4. If q = 2n + 1 is a prime power, then either q is a Fermat prime or q = 9. Now, using the above Lemmata 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 we have that if q is a prime power not equal to 3, 5 or 9, then there exists a strong starter of order q, and hence q E R 3 • By Lemma 1.2, 9 E R 3 • Therefore we summarize the above as the following theorem. THEOREM 2.5. If q is a prime power greater than 5, then q E R 3 • The following is our main recursive construction for Room cubes. It is a straightforward modification of Mullin's indirect product construction for skew Room squares [11] . We state it in terms of POSLS.
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose there exist t POSLS ofside u, and t POSLS ofside v containing t sub-POSLS of side w. Further, suppose 0,;;;; a ,;;;; w, and there exist t POLS of side v -a containing t sub-POLS ofside w -a. Finally, suppose there exist t POSLS ofside u (w -a)+ a. Then there exist t POSLS of side u(v -a)+a, containing t sub-POSLS of sides u and u(w-a)+a.
We may now obtain Horton's construction [9] as a corollary.
THEOREM 2. 7. Suppose there exist t POSLS ofside u, and t POSLS ofside v containing t sub-POLS of side w. Further, suppose there exist t POLS of side v-w. Then there exist t POSLS of side u (v-w) + w containing t sub-POSLS of sides u, v and w.
PROOF. Let a = w in Theorem 2.6. Then it suffices to check that the resulting squares contain sub-POSLS of order v. This is an easy verification.
In order to apply Theorems 2.6 and 2.9 with t = 3 it is important to have three POLS of various sides. PROOF. See [7, 19] .
We can now derive a simple multiplication theorem. If neR3, n ~7, then n =3m with m eR3 by Theorem 2.12.
Set u = m, v = 3 . 2"' + 1, w = 1 in Theorem 2. 7 to obtain n E R 3 . Note that there exist three POLS of side 3 . 2"' unless a = 1. However 3 e R3, so the hypothesis is not satisfied in this case.
We now define a 9-head (see [13] ) to be a PBD whose block sizes are 7, 9 or 17 (all members of R3), which further contains a distinguished variety occurring only in blocks of size 9. A 9-head evidently contains 8r + 1 varieties where r is the number of blocks containing the distinguished variety. We refer to this r as the generalized replication number of the 9-head. Let GR denote the set of all generalized replication numbers of 9-heads. Since R 3 is PBD-closed and {7, 9, 17} s;; R 3 , we have the following.
LEMMA 3.2. If r E GR, then 8r
The following is established in [13] . It now remains to construct squares of orders 5. 2"' + 1. We need the following multiplication theorem for GR which was proven in [13] The theorem stated below follows immediately from Theorems 3.5 and 3.9. THEOREM 3.10. If n = 1 mod 8, n ;<!' 20 481, then n E R3.
A PRELIMINARY BOUND
By constructing PBDs with suitable block sizes, we show that Room cubes exist for all odd orders exceeding 10 355. The following PBD construction is found in [13] . We are now ready to obtain a preliminary bound. PROOF. We need only consider n = 3 mod 6. Mullin et a/. [14] establish that for n =3 mod 6, n ~10 355, one can write n = 56m +6t+ 1 with 0~t~ m and mE oa (10) . Thus Lemma 4.3 implies the result.
RooM CuBES WITH SMALL SIDES
We use a variety of techniques in order to construct Room cubes with small sides (<10 355). By Theorem 2.12, only orders n = 3 mod 6 need be considered. The following is obtained from Lemma 4.3. Ifmeoa(9), m=1 or 5mod6, n=3mod6 and 57m~n~63m PROOF. In Table 1 Several of the possible exceptions over 500 can be eliminated by using the indirect product construction, Theorem 2.6. In order to apply this theorem we need POLS containing sub-POLS. These are obtained by use of the following theorems.
THEOREM 5 .11. Suppose there exist t POLS oforders u and v. Then there exist t POLS of order uv, containing t sub-POLS of orders u and v.
PROOF. See [6] . 
(1) 82e oa (10) [13] . (2) PROOF. Those are corollaries of Wilson's construction [20] . The existence of the sub-POLS is not stated there, but is easily verified. LEMMA 5.13. If n;;;;;.: 513, n odd, then n E R 3 unless n E {591, 831}.
It appears that the remaining possible exceptions can not be eliminated by any of the previous methods. However, by use of the computer, we have constructed strong starters of all these orders except, of course, 3 and 5 (see [3] 
